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[R] - ITEM IS RESTRICTED 104-10066-10232
SECRET
STAFF 031629Z DIRECTOR 234095
TO: IMMEDIATE MEXICO CITY

NIACT.

WINTEL RYBAT

REF: MEXICO CITY 45312 0791803

1. WE HAVE CONTACTED HSMA STAFF DIRECTOR BLAKEY AND DLC REP WILL MEET WITH HIM EARLY MORNING OF 5 JUNE. WILL CABLE APPROPRIATE INSTRUCTIONS FOLLOWING MEETING.

2. STATION SHOULD BE IN POSITION LOCATE RAMON JOSEPH A L V A R E Z DURANT ON SHORT NOTICE IN EVENT DECISION MADE TO MAKE HIM AVAILABLE TO HSMA. HOWEVER, WISH MAKE CLEAR THAT AUTHORITY MAKE HIM AVAILABLE DOES NOT RPT NOT EXIST AT THIS TIME.

3. NO FILE. E2, IMPDET.>

ORIG: C/LA/MGSR (HAWKINS X1222); COORD: DLC (BRECKINRIDGE), SA/DO/O, C/LA/STB, C/PCS,DC/LA/N; AUTH: C/LA/MGSR (HAWKINS); REL: C/LA (WARREN); CL BY: 029163.
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